Prognosis of fatigue crack growth for mechanical and structural components is vital for aging military aircraft operated near or beyond their original design lives. For modern aircraft, prognostics and health management is supposed to be a designed-in capability; however, prognosis of mechanical and structural damage is yet to fully mature. This paper presents a scheme adopting Bayesian probabilistic modelling, extended Kalman filter (EKF) in particular, to predict fatigue crack growth in a common aircraft structural material: 2024-T3 aluminum alloy. In this scheme, the state model is the widely adopted Paris law in fracture mechanics (used to model the physics of crack growth), and the measurement model is a simple random walk model. The scheme is validated using a set of published crack growth test data, often referred to as the Virkler data, where the state model parameters are derived from one half of the data and the crack length prediction is made on the other half of the data. The EKF framework is further validated using a set of gear tooth crack propagation test data, where the crack length is the unobservable (or hidden) state variable, and the observable variable is a feature extracted from the gear vibration signal. The state model is also derived from the Paris law and the measurement model is developed using the observed relationship between the known crack length, the applied stress, and the energy of the impulsive signature extracted from an optimized sinusoidal model for gear vibration signals. Using the recursive EKF solution, we are able to achieve promising prognostic results in terms of the accuracy of the prediction, and demonstrate the method's robustness in dealing with uncertainties in the parameters defining the Paris law and the uncertainties in the measurements. Compared to other studies, the proposed method is a much simpler and more robust approach to the prognosis of fatigue crack size in mechanical structures and rotating components. traditional deterministic crack growth models (e.g. the Paris model). The state transition equation was then formed by linearizing the augmented stochastic process with a combination of the stochastic crack growth differential equation and another differential equation related to the auxiliary process. This approach has an advantage over the method used by Spencer et al. (1989) in terms of computational efficiency, but there are a couple of stress-() and environment-(z 0 ) dependent parameters in the model that need to be tuned largely by trial and error, which would be sensitive to noise in stress and environment and could lead to a lack of robustness. Recently, Sun et al. (2014) and Gobbato et al. (2014) separately reported studies to estimate the remaining fatigue life given the current crack length. These studies used the Virkler Data and solved the non-Gaussian state space model with a Particle Markov Chain Monte Carlo (PMCMC) method (a purely numerical method), and a recursive Bayesian approach (i.e. semi-numerical method with extensive Monte Carlo simulations), respectively. In both papers, the state equation was based on the Paris law with unknown parameters, and the measurement model was a random walk model where the true crack size is equal to the crack size measurement plus a noise term. The main drawback of these two methods is the computational intensity.
Introduction
For modern military aircraft, Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) of mechanical and structural components is intended to be a designed-in capability. However, the prognosis of mechanical and structural damage is far from mature. For aging military aircraft operated near or beyond their original design lives, it is vital to predict crack growth of mechanical and structural components for a given number of stress cycles or flight hours. For aircraft structural components, the prediction has been traditionally conducted using an initial crack size distribution and a master crack growth curve, with the assumption that the crack growth is deterministic, to derive the crack size distribution at a given time, see Hovey et al. (1998) . This method works well with an appropriate master curve, but it does not give a confidence level for the prediction. The confidence level is very important in predicting crack sizes, as the variability of material properties can be quite significant. In the study by Hu (2014, 2015) , the confidence level was incorporated into the conventional approach described by Hovey et al. (1998) .
The statistical nature of fatigue crack growth was first studied by Virkler et al. (1978 Virkler et al. ( , 1979 , where the commonly referred Virkler data for 2024-T3 aluminum alloy originated. The Virkler data have been widely studied by many researchers. Spencer et al. (1989) explored the Virkler data with a stochastic model by randomizing the deterministic fatigue crack growth models with a lognormal random multiplier. This approach involved the extremely computationally intensive numerical solution of a set of nonlinear partial differential equations; i.e. the Kolmogorov forward and backward diffusion equations. Ray and Tangirala (1996) were the first to use the underlying principle of the extended Kalman filter (EKF) with Virkler data to estimate the current damage state and predict the remaining service life. In their work, the stochastic crack growth process was modelled as a lognormal process with the mean crack growth rate multiplied by an auxiliary lognormal process, where the mean crack growth rate can be any of the To further validate the EKF-based scheme proposed in this paper, we applied the scheme to a set of gear tooth crack growth test data. In this application, the state model is derived from the general form of the Paris law, and the measurement model is based on the relationship between the known crack length and the Norm-2 energy of the impulsive signature extracted from the optimized sinusoidal model for gear vibration, see Man et al. (2012) . With the gear tooth crack growth test data obtained from a gear test rig, the model is fitted to the early part of the data, and the crack length estimation is achieved using the latter part of the data. Using the recursive EKF solution, we are able to achieve promising results for gear tooth crack prognosis in a much simpler form than that in Orchard et al (2009). 
Bayesian probabilistic modelling and Kalman filter
Bayesian probabilistic modelling can be seen as a mathematical expression of the way people make decisions, which combines past knowledge with current experience. Suppose we need to estimate the current status of a hidden variable x (xk) based on the previous status (xk-1) and the current observation (yk) of x, we can express the solution in terms of conditional Probability Density Function (PDF) using the Bayes theorem as:
where p(xk|yk) is the conditional PDF of the current state xk given the current observation yk, which can be derived from p(xk|yk-1), representing the past knowledge, and p(yk|xk), representing the current experience. The past knowledge p(xk|yk-1) is related to p(xk-1|yk-1), the probability of the previous state xk-1 given the previous observation yk-1, and the probability of state transition p(xk|xk-1), e.g. transition from the previous state to the current state. The denominator PDF p(yk|yk-1) is a normalization factor. When the hidden variable x and its observation y are expressed in a state-space framework, where the state variable is x, in conjunction with the Gaussian probability distribution, we have the state-space equations
where wk and vk are uncorrelated zero-mean Gaussian distributed random variables with variances of Q k and R k respectively, i.e. wk ~ N(0, Q k ) and vk ~ N(0, R k ). The PDF's in Eq. (1) are
If f and h are linear functions, substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) will produce a recursive solution to Eq. (1), which is known as the Kalman filter. However, if f and h are non-linear but first-order differentiable functions, substituting Eq.
(2) into Eq. (1) will again produce a recursive solution, which is the so-called Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). These solutions are also Gaussian PDF's; i.e.
which are represented by the estimates of the mean value and the variance. The derivation of the standard recursive EKF solution can be found in the literatures, such as Meinhold and Singpurwalla (1983) . In the context of prognosis of fatigue crack growth, the recursive solution of the EKF is summarized in Section 0.
The State Model
The EKF is a special case of a general class of state space models, which are most often used in navigation and system control engineering. They are mathematical representations of the physical systems with a set of inputs, outputs and state variables related by first-order differential equations. A general discrete-time probabilistic state space model is given by a state dynamics model with a probability density function (PDF) of p(xk|xk-1) and a measurement or observation model with a PDF of p(yk|xk). The true state variable x is hidden from the observers. In the prognosis of fatigue crack growth, the state variable is the crack length (a), and the state equation is based on the Paris law
where the crack growth rate da/dN is measured in meters/cycle. The values of C and m are principally dependent on the material under consideration, and could be correlated; refer to Carpinteri and Paggi (2007) . The stress intensity factor range  (in MPam) is
In general the geometry factor  is a function of the crack length. For the center-crack configuration considered here, we can use the formula given in ASTM International (2005) , 2 cos
where a is the half crack length and b is the half width of the specimen. Then the Paris equation becomes
Hence, the non-linear state transition equation is
with the first order derivative
The Measurement Model
The measurement equation is a random walk model for the Virkler data , k k k v a y   (12) which means that the measured state equals the true state plus some random noise. The measurement function is therefore
with the first order derivative of
Adding a noise term to Eq. (10) in conjunction with Eq. (12), we can express the state-space model as , ) (
where the noise terms are assumed to be uncorrelated zero-mean Gaussian; i.e. w ~ N(0, Q) and v ~ N(0, R), with Q and R being the state variance and measurement variance respectively.
The recursive solution of the EKF
Let ak| k-1 denote the crack length at step k given the value at step k-1, and a0| 0 denote the initial crack length and P0| 0 the variance (e.g. P0| 0 = Q0). We have the following 2-step recursive process (refer to Meinhold and Singpurwalla, 1983 , for the deviation):
(1) The predicted estimate of the state â and variance P using the prior ak-
(2) The updated estimate of the state a and variance P with the measured state yk is
where H = 1 here, as the measurement equation is a linear random walk model and the state Jacobian Fk is
Obviously, the updated estimate ak|k in Eq. (17) is a weighted average of the predicted estimate âk|k-1 and the current measurement yk, and the weight is dependent on the Kalman gain K k that has incorporated the state and measurement noise terms (i.e. Q and R). In the weighted average, the larger the state variance Q the larger the Kalman gain K, hence the more weight to the measurement; conversely, the larger the measurement variance R the smaller the Kalman gain K, hence the more weight to the predicted estimate by the state model. This will keep a dynamic balance at each time step between the state model prediction and the measurement (i.e. the new evidence) in the final updated estimate of the state.
Fatigue crack growth test data (Virkler Data)
The Virkler et al. (1978) data were generated in a series of crack growth tests funded by the US Air Force and conducted at Purdue University in 1977. The main objective of the test was to investigate the statistical characteristics of metal fatigue behaviour; specifically, the variability of fatigue crack propagation properties for 2024-T3 aluminum alloy under constant amplitude loading. The test specimens were made of center-cracked 2024-T3 plates with nominal material properties of: tensile yield strength S y = 350 MPa; ultimate strength S u = 490 MPa; endurance limit S e = 140 MPa; shear yield strength S yt = 285 MPa; and fracture toughness K Ic = 29 MPam. The tests were carried out under a constant stress range of: Δσ = 48.26 MPa (i.e. constant amplitude test), stress ratio of r = 0.2 (i.e. σ = [12.08, 60.34] MPa), and a cyclic load frequency of 20 Hz. There were 68 specimens tested to grow the initial crack of 9 mm to the final crack of 50 mm. In order to limit the sources of uncertainty, all the specimens were taken from a single sheet of 2024-T3 plate and all the tests were conducted by one single operator on the same test machine. The number of cycles (N) for each specimen to reach the final crack length was very different due to the variability in material properties. The plot of crack length (a) versus N for all 68 tests is shown in Fig. 1 . Virkler et al. (1978 Virkler et al. ( , 1979 showed that the PDF of the number of cycles given the crack lengths (i.e. p(N|a)sampled along a horizontal line in Fig. 1 ), was predominantly lognormal, whereas no obvious distribution type could be found for the probability of the crack lengths given the number of cycles (i.e. p(a|N)sampled along a vertical line in Fig. 1 ).
Fig. 1
Crack length (a) versus cycle counts (N) for Virkler crack growth data.
Fig. 2
Search for optimal Paris law exponent m using the Virkler data (in even test #)
Determination of Paris constants
For given test conditions such as the load ratio and the maximum load under constant amplitude loading, the Paris law constants C and m are material specific, see Paris et al. (1961) . In this study, we estimated the Paris law constants using half of the actual test data. For clarity, the test data were numbered 1 to 68, each number corresponding to a crack growth curve (or a data set) in Fig. 1 . Specifically, the even-numbered data were used for the determination of the Paris constants. As indicated in the previous section, the noise terms in the state space equations must follow a Gaussian distribution; we have to treat the Paris exponent m as a constant and assume the parameter C to be Gaussian distributed. Moreover, when used for crack growth rate calculation, the Paris constants are noted to be numerically correlated, see Carpinteri and Paggi (2007) . Using the variability presented in the data, as shown in Fig. 1 , we estimated the median value and standard deviation of C for a fixed m. We first found the optimal exponent m to be 2.9 and then calculated the median value and standard deviation of the coefficient C to be C med = 8.586×10 -11 and C std = 0.619×10 -11 . The optimal m was obtained in the sense of the minimum total Norm-2 power of the Paris law curve (or line in logarithmic form) fitting errors, see Fig. 2 . In another approach via the median crack growth trajectory derived from all 68 growth trajectories, we found the Paris constants to be m = 3.0, C med = 6.57×10 -11 and C std = 0.474×10 -11 . Interestingly, in both cases we found that the relative uncertainty for the constant C is C std /C med = 0.474/6.57 ≈ 0.619/8.586 ≈ 0.0721. This might indicate that, under the Virkler test conditions, the uncertainty (i.e. the standard deviation) of the Paris constant C is approximately 7.21% relative to its median value, which could be used when a different Paris exponent m is employed. It is worth mentioning that Spencer et al. (1989) estimated that C = 8.096×10 -11 and m = 2.9123 using linear regression when the Paris law was employed as the deterministic fatigue crack growth model.
In the EKF scheme, the C med is used to calculate the combined constant A in Eq. (9) and C std is used to estimate the error variance in the state equation
This is used to map the uncertainty in the Paris coefficient C into the state uncertainty via Eq. (8). Noting that the two Paris constants are correlated, then, with respect to the optimal exponent m, the uncertainty in C can be seen as the only source of uncertainty for the Virkler data where the fatigue stress amplitude Δσ is assumed to be well controlled. The current analysis assumes that the optimal Paris exponent m is held constant to ensure Gaussian distribution for the state process variable x. However, this restriction may be relaxed by using a more general approach such as a multivariate normal distribution for m and N k in the noise term in the state based model. We must emphasize that the Gaussian distribution for the state and measurement variables is a prerequisite to using the EKF solution.
Prognosis of crack length using EKF on Virkler data
Similarly to the studies presented by Sun et al. (2014) and Gobbato et al. (2014) , we employ the widely adopted Paris law in fracture mechanics as the state model to describe the physics of crack propagation (or state transition), and a simple random walk model as the measurement model.
We will use the Paris constants of m = 2.9 and C = 8.586×10 -11 (with K in MPam) to estimate the crack length at a given number of cycles. Assuming C is Gaussian distributed with a standard deviation of C std = 0.619×10 -11 , and using the linear transform property of the Gaussian distribution, we can get the variable state variance using Eq. (19 (16) and (17) to predict the crack length in the next time step for three particular test cases; i.e. Virkler Tests #15, #18 and #49 (see Fig. 1 ), where #15 is the fastest growth trajectory, #49 the slowest, and #18 is the closest to the median trajectory. The Virkler test was conducted in a well-controlled laboratory environment with high measurement accuracy (0.00139 mm), as mentioned in Virkler et al. (1978) . We now assume that the actual crack lengths are much less accurate; i.e. 10 times less accurate than the Virkler data. Therefore, the variance R for the random walk measurement model is   10 2 3 10 1.9321 10 00139 . 0 10
, which is measured in meters and remains fixed. In order to give a clear graphic representation, the time step size is set to 5 times each dN k given in the Virkler data; i.e. the actual number of measurements for each data set is 5 times fewer than the original Virkler data. A guesstimate of the initial crack length is a0| 0 = 8.95 mm as opposed to the true value of 9.00 mm. The predicted results and the error variances are displayed in Fig. 3 -Fig. 8 . The reason why we focus on the predicted estimate instead of the updated estimate, refer to Eqs. (16) and (17), is because in reality we tend to be more interested in the predicted crack length of an aircraft structure in the next 50 or 100 flight hours without the future measurement data for the updated estimate. Future development would be required to adaptively predict the N (i.e. number of flight hours) when an aircraft structure fails.
In Fig. 3 , we can see that the predicted estimate of the crack lengths (apthe red line in the Figures, or âk| k-1 in the EKF recursive formula) are very close to the true crack lengths, with the exception of possibly the last few points. In the legend of Fig. 3 , 'ap' stands for predicted estimate of crack length, 'am' the measured crack length and 'au' the update estimate. The error variance of the predicted estimate is shown in Fig. 4 , where we find that the last 5 time-steps have relatively big errors whereas the errors for the rest are well contained. The results for Test #18 shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are similar to those for Test #15, despite the fact that the two crack growth trajectories are quite different as displayed in Fig. 1 . The prediction error for Test #49 as shown in Fig. 8 is much bigger than those for Test #15 and Test #18. This is because #49 is the trajectory by far the farthest away from the median trajectory.
In all three examples the error variance for the later time-steps seems to be bigger than the early time-steps. This is probably because the Virkler data were sampled at an increasing Δa; i.e. Δa was increased from 0.2 mm to 0.4 mm when crack length a reached 36.2 mm, then to 0.8 mm when a reached 44.2 mm, see Virkler et al. (1978) . The magnitude of the prediction error is very similar for these different crack growth trajectories. If we create a trajectory from Test #18 by resampling the data at an equal Δa of 0.2 mm (with N getting progressively smaller), e.g. we have assumed to have the measurement data at equal crack increments, we would expect to see smaller and more consistent errors across all time-steps. The prediction error variance for this resampled trajectory #18 is shown in Fig. 9 . Essentially, the results in Fig. 6 and Fig. 9 illustrate that the prediction error is closely associated with the step size (a); i.e. the larger the step size, the larger the prediction error, which is to be expected. For trajectory #18, the second last point was [Nn-1, an-1 [253177, 49.6] with step size of a2 = 0.2 mm, the prediction error variances are P253318 |252740 = 2.237× 10 -9 and P253318 |253177 = 0.244×10 -9 respectively. These variances correspond to standard deviations of 4.726×10 -5 and 1.563×10 -5 m/cycle respectively, with the distributions shown in Fig. 10 . This leads to the results given in Table 1 for the predicted crack lengths at the final cycle number of 253318 with two different prediction step lengths (N).
Moreover, we found that the predicted stress intensity factor range (ΔK) for Test #18 is 26.37 MPam at the last point, see Fig. 11 . The test specimen did not fracture at this point, but the maximum stress intensity factor of K max = 33.2 MPam exceeds the nominal fracture toughness K Ic = 29 MPam. This may mean that the actual fracture toughness K Ic is much higher than the nominal value, as would be the case if, for example, the crack tip has been blunted by cyclic plastic deformation. Prediction errors for resampled trajectory #18 (vertical scale is 10 % of that in Fig. 6 ).
Fig. 10
Virkler Test #18: Normal distributions of prediction errors at 2 prediction time steps. Fig. 11 Predicted stress intensity factor range ΔK for Virkler Test #18 resample data Fig. 12 The test gear with 27 teeth
Gear tooth crack prognosis
The vibration data were obtained from a spur gear tooth crack propagation test that is reported in Forrester (1996) , and in Vavlitis (1998) . The test rig configuration can be found in Wang (2001b) . An electric motor was used to drive the gearbox, through a belt drive, with a maximum power capacity of 45 kW. The gear-pair had 27 teeth on the driving pinion and 49 teeth on the driven gear (i.e. the gear ratio r = 27/49). The gear shaft was coupled to an eddy-current dynamometer to generate the torque load. The test gear, labelled G6 as shown in Fig. 12 , was the input pinion (with a rated power of 27.5 kW at 40 Hz shaft nominal speed). A semicircular spark-eroded notch (2mm×0.1mm×1mm) was inserted into the root fillet in the middle of the tooth width. The notch was designed as a stress raiser to stimulate crack initiation during the test. The gear was made of EN36A case hardening low alloy steel with the teeth precision-ground to AGMA Class 13 standard. The input speed to the gearbox was set to a nominal value of 2400 rpm (40 Hz), but actually varied in a range of 38.6 to 39.3 Hz during the test.
In order to accelerate the process of the crack initiation and propagation, the gearbox was first run for about 30.5 hours under various overload conditions between 30 and 45 kW without any visible sign of tooth crack occurring. The system was further run for another 12 hours at 45 kW and then reduced to 40% of rated load as soon as the online-computed residual kurtosis of the vibration signal increased to larger than 4.5 (an indication of localized gear tooth fault). At 42.5 test hours (file #110), the online-monitored residual kurtosis was 9.84 and the visual inspection from one side of the gear showed a tooth crack length of 2.75 mm, as shown in Fig. 13 . Using a fractographic analysis on the G6 gear tooth fracture surface, we obtained the crack length for different data file (or stress cycle) numbers. Table 2 for measurement equation with data at normalized stress u > 0.26 (i.e. > 19.6 kW) We now apply the EKF framework to a gear tooth crack where we could only measure the crack length indirectly through vibration features, see Man et al. (2012) . With a reasonable assumption that the Paris exponent m=3.0 for the EN36A (or AISI 9310) steel in the core of gear teeth (Lewicki and Ballarini, 1997) , and a constant geometry factor = 1.12 for edge cracks, in the Eq. (6), we can identify the combined coefficient A as 7.0×10 -5 (similar to that in Eq. (9), A is dependent on m), and the crack propagation (or state transition) equation is
where x is the normalized crack length (i.e. crack length divided by the nominal value of tooth width), and u is the normalized stress (i.e. the applied stress divided by the nominal yield stress). With y being the feature derived from the vibration data, the measurement equation is identified as having the following form 2.75 mm long © The Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers
The data used to estimate the parameters in Eq. (21) are given in Table 2 . A least-square fit produced the curved surface as shown in Fig. 14 Having identified the state-space model, we can do the following two things using the EKF recursive solution similar to that given in Eqs. (16)-(17): (i) estimate all the missing x values between #97 and #109 to test if the state space model makes sense (this may be seen as an interpolation with information from the physical and probabilistic nature of crack propagation); and (ii) estimate the tooth crack length/depth at the end of the G6 series testing (i.e. at file #155), and compare it with the 'ground truth' (known but not used in EKF estimation). The latter is perhaps at the core of this studythe prognosis of gear tooth crack growth. The data used for this are given in Table 3 .
The noise terms in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 are Q=0.01 and R=4, i.e. the noise standard deviations are assumed to be 10% of x max =1 and y max =20, respectively. In Fig. 15 , with the initial x of 0.129, the predicted estimates appear to be slightly over estimating the state variable until #109, and the state variable x (calculated solely based on measurement model) appears to be under estimated until #109 (the crack growth appears to have accelerated at #110). The updated estimate of x is a weighted average of the measured estimate and the predicted estimate from the crack growth model, which actually takes a balanced view of the physics of crack growth (i.e. the Paris law) and the measurements (i.e. the Norm-2 energy) that represent the hidden states in an observable domain. On the other hand, the result in Fig. 16 suggests that the physical model is under estimating but the measurement model is over estimating. The reasons behind this could be: (i) the part of the test employed for real term prognosis, #149 ~ #155, had a lower load (24.5kW) than the part employed for building the state space model, which was 45 kW; or (ii) with more than 80% of the tooth cracked, the crack growth rate towards the end of testing might have gone beyond the linear zone as required in the Paris law. However, by combining the physics and the measurement in a stochastic sense, the updated estimate still produces an accurate prognosis of the crack length/depth at the end of testing (#155), i.e. x = 0.8053 (or a = 4.69 mm) against the 'ground truth' of x = 0.8 (or a = 4.67 mm), which corresponds to an estimation error of 0.43%. It is to be noted that the so-called 'ground truth' crack length/depth is also an estimate derived from the fractography image using an average of values measured at 10 different locations across the tooth face width (10 mm, this is not the tooth root thickness). Note: the highlighted initial value for file #149 was assumed the same as #139 because of low load.
If the error variance for the state model is reduced to Q=0.001 (i.e. the standard deviation of x is 0.0316), which essentially means that the state model becomes more accurate and should be trusted more, the predicted estimate from the state equation will weigh more in the final updated estimate of the state x. Fig. 17 shows the result with Q=0.001 where the updated estimate at #155 is closer to the predicted estimate than that in Fig. 16 . This illustrates the effect of error terms in the state space model on the final estimation.
One option to compensate for the deficiency in the state models is to increase the frequency of state measurement (or to reduce the step size for prediction) towards the end of the crack propagation process. In Fig. 16 , if there were more measurement points between files #154 and #155, would the state model produce a better prediction for #155? We attempted to interpolate three more measurement points between #154 and #155; the result is shown in Fig. 18 . Obviously, the predicted estimate of the state is now much closer to the measured state although it is still slightly under-predicting. This illustrates the importance of step size (or how often the state is measured) on the prediction accuracy.
Conclusion
In this paper an EKF-based Bayesian probabilistic modelling scheme was proposed for fatigue crack prognosis with the objective of developing an unsophisticated yet robust methodology for real-time PHM systems. A set of 2024-T3 aluminum plate crack growth data (the Virkler data) and a set of EN36A steel gear tooth crack growth test data were employed to validate the scheme. In the EKF scheme, the state equation was derived from the Paris crack growth model; the measurement equation was a random walk model in the case of Virkler data and a random quadratic equation for the gear tooth crack data. Using the recursive EKF solution, we are able to achieve promising prognostic results in terms of the accuracy of the prediction, and demonstrate the method's robustness in dealing with uncertainties in the parameters defining the Paris law and the uncertainties in the measurements. The robustness means that the results are not sensitive to the assumptions on the initial crack length, or the noise variances in the state and measurement models. As long as reasonable assumptions are made, the model can converge fairly quickly. Even if the state model (representing the physics of crack growth) and measurement model are not very accurate, as was the case in the last portion of the gear tooth crack growth, we can still obtain a reasonably accurate prognosis. Compared to other methods in the literature, the proposed approach is much simpler in problem formulation. It is a robust Bayesian probabilistic modelling method where the format is more readily adaptable for real-time PHM systems.
Future work will include multivariate normal statistics for the state variables where both Paris constants C and m can be randomized. Further refinement and validation of the approach will be carried out using more test data, such as spectrum load crack growth data, and the test data for a real-world component failure in a helicopter main transmission; e.g. SH-60 carrier plate cracking data analyzed by Orchard et al. (2009) and Wang et al. (2016) .
